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We use city-level data from the daily air pollution index and meteorological data on
wind movement to see whether air pollution in China spills over from one city to
another. We find that (i): a city’s average air pollution is expected to increase by 0.400.51 units (in the Air Pollution Index) if the average pollution in surrounding cities
increases by one unit; (ii) an increase in gasoline price can improve air quality by
discouraging driving; and (iii) high levels of precipitation and strong winds can mitigate
air pollution, while the effects of temperature on air quality vary by time of day. Our
findings suggest that pollution control policies must be coordinated among cities and
provinces to effectively reduce urban air pollution, with the added benefit of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions.
China’s air quality is notoriously poor. In 2011, pollution levels exceeded the World Health
Organization air quality guidelines on more than 250 days in many Chinese cities. International
media reports that air quality in China has reached levels that are “hazardous to human health.”
To find solutions to China’s air pollution problems, numerous efforts have been made to identify
key sources of air pollution in Chinese cities. However, existing findings about factors
contributing to urban air pollution in China are mixed. Some studies have shown that industrial
pollution and traffic emissions were the major sources of urban air pollution, while other studies
said that neighboring cities can have a large influence on a city’s air quality.
In this study, we develop a new model and
consider factors from both local and neighboring
sources to examine whether air pollution spills
over between Chinese cities, and to determine the
importance of various local and neighboring
factors in influencing air pollution concentrations
in Chinese cities. We have two interesting
findings. First, we find strong evidence of
spillover effects of urban air pollution in China.
Specifically, a one-unit increase in air pollution in
surrounding cities will raise a city’s air pollution
by about 0.40-0.51 units in the Air Pollution
Index, holding other factors the same. Second, we
find that an increase in gasoline price can
effectively reduce urban air pollution, by reducing

Key Points





A city’s air quality can be affected by
the movement of the wind from
surrounding cities.
Pollution control policies should be
coordinated among cities/provinces
to improve urban air quality.
An increase in gasoline prices can
effectively improve air quality by
encouraging people to drive less.
The same policies that can reduce
pollution in Chinese cities can
produce global benefits by reducing
greenhouse gas emissions.
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fuel consumption. The first finding suggests that pollution control policies must be coordinated
among cities and provinces to effectively reduce urban air pollution. The second finding
suggests that increasing fuel prices may also help curb urban air pollution.

Conclusions
At present, the strategy adopted by many Chinese cities to improve air quality is to relocate
large-scale and heavily polluting factories to suburbs and to neighboring provinces. For
instance, to host the 2008 Olympic Games, China relocated several large and heavily polluting
firms to Beijing’s neighboring cities as one of a series of actions to improve Beijing’s air quality.
However, a recent study showed that relocating polluting firms is a poor pollution reduction
strategy, because Beijing’s neighboring cities/provinces contributed significantly to Beijing’s air
pollution after the Olympic Games. In line with this study, our findings suggest that, to move
China’s environmental policy forward, it is important to identify where air pollution comes
from.
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